This is a summary to IRG Meeting #289 Resolutions as listed in WG2 N3771.

1. Future Meetings (for endorsement): Resolution IRG 29.1

The following gives the IRG future meeting schedules:

- IRG #30  Busan, Republic of Korea, 2008-06-09 ~ 13
- IRG #31  Chongqing, China, 2008-11-17 ~ 21
- IRG #32  Hong Kong SAR, June 2009 (tentative, to be confirmed after obtaining approval from authority, for endorsement)\(^1\)

IRG #33  IRG is seeking host, November 2009

2. CJK Ext B Multi-column Code Charts (for information): Resolution IRG M29.2

Consolidation of the multi-column code chart is already available. Members are in the process of reviewing it. The final version should be finalized in IRG Meeting #30 and submit to WG2 Meeting #53.

3. CJK Ext C follow up actions (For information and feedback from member bodies): Resolution IRG 29.3

\(^1\) May switch with China to host IRG Meeting #31
The IRG has reviewed Extension C work and minor revision was submitted to WG2(IRGN 1392R/WG2N3370). The revision involves reordering of 14 characters and 2 missing source reference information(TCA(TD-4421 and TD-4D2B)).

4. CJK Extension D work (For information): Resolution IRG 29.4

Extension D work is progressing well and Version 3 should be ready for review in IRG Meeting #30.

5. Urgently Needed Characters(For information): Resolution IRG 29.5

Submissions are being consolidated with characters from China, Japan, TCA and Unicode. Initial review is in progress with around 72 unified characters. Further review will be conducted to see if it will be handled as a separate set.

6. Review and Elaboration of Annex S (For information): Resolution IRG 29.6

An ad hoc editorial group is set up and the drafting and review is in progress. IRG Meeting 30 will discuss the revised document.

7. Development of IRG Principles and Procedures (For information): Resolution IRG29.7

An ad hoc editorial group is set up and the drafting is review is in progress. IRG Meeting 30 will discuss the issue further.

8. Old Hanzi Work(For information): Resolution IRG 29.8

Complete Oracle Bone inscriptions will be produced in April. Review of the consolidated list will be discussed in IRG Meeting #30.

9. Review of Japan’s Submission to WG2( For WG2 action): Resolution IRG 28.8

The IRG accepts 6 characters submitted by Japan to WG2. A revised Japanese submission document should be sent to WG2 for further action in WG2 Meeting 52.

10. ROK’s Request for Processing the Remainder of the Urgently Needed Character Submissions(For information): Resolution IRG 29.10

For the collection of ROK submitted characters (about 10K in size) which are considered as Urgently Needed Characters by ROK, IRG resolves to review and discuss in IRG Meeting #30.
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